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This spring Stroom Den Haag presents the exhibition Counting on People by the
French-Algerian artist Neïl Beloufa. In this exhibition Beloufa reflects on how
rationalization and (digital) technology have an increasing influence on society today,
on our daily life and on the way we interact and communicate with each other.
Beloufa's installations and films enable the audience to experience the way we
increasingly rationalize our desires and base our decisions on big data, statistics and
algorithms. We have become addicted to numbers, and we don't rely on our intuition
anymore.

Stroom presents Counting on People within the context of the two-year program
Attempts to Read the World (Differently). This program is an extended collaboration
with four artists: Neïl Beloufa, Fernando Sanchez Castillo, Céline Condorelli and Dunja
Herzog. Attempts to Read the World (Differently) zooms in on important changes in
(Western) society. In 1919 the sociologist Max Weber wrote in his book Science as a
vocation how 'the fate of our times is characterized by rationalization and
intellectualization and, above all, by the disenchantment of the world'. ARW(D) makes
an attempt, with artists at the helm, to look further, to dig deep and to look for the
small cracks in the rational system, to look at a different reality, to look for new
meaning, new forms of knowledge, information or communication. The four invited
artists take the first steps towards a new way to read, interpret and imagine a
rationalized world.
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